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The Ba2 Corporate Family Rating (CFR) of The Navigator Company (“The Navigator”) is
primarily constrained by its (1) comparatively small scale (roughly €1.6 billion annual sales)
with most of similarly rated peers; (2) limited product diversification generating around three
quarters of group sales in a fairly mature and cyclical market for uncoated fine paper mostly
in Europe; (3) shareholder Semapa (unrated) that is reliant on constant dividend flow to
finance its dividends and sizable holding debt, without a formal dividend policy in place. For
instance, elevated dividends to Semapa, in connection with growth capex, have resulted in
negative free cash flow (FCF) at The Navigator level in 2015, even though we recognise that
Semapa used the received dividends partially to reduce its holding debt.
These constraints are partially mitigated by The Navigator's (1) strong profitability (EBITDA
margin in the twenties %), consistently well above its similarly rated pulp and paper peers,
owing to its efficient asset base and focus on the premium segment, which together with
fairly low maintenance capex needs enable healthy operating cash flow generation; (2)
strategy to diversify by investing into structurally growing businesses, such as pellets or
tissue, so far without compromising its fairly conservative capital structure on a stand-alone
basis. The Navigator's stand-alone Moody's adjusted debt/EBITDA around healthy 2.0x since
2015 positions the company well in the peer group of similarly rated peers. However, even
with Semapa's net holding debt, the combined leverage of around 3.5x would be still broadly
in line with a Ba-type of rating according to our industry methodology.
Exhibit 1

The Navigator's Profitability Is Consistently Well Above Its Similarly Rated Pulp and Papers
Peers

Source: Moody's Financial Metrics
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Credit Strengths
»

High profitability and good operational cash flow generation enabled by efficient asset base and focus on premium products

»

Comparatively strong credit metrics relative to similarly rated peers

»

Strategy to diversify into structurally growing business areas

Credit Challenges
»

Fairly small scale and limited product diversification focusing on uncoated fine paper primarily in Europe

»

Risk of prolonged period of negative FCF generation due to ongoing sizeable growth capex in combination with elevated dividends
paid to the anchor shareholder Semapa

Rating Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that even in a difficult pricing environment and with elevated capex and possibly also
dividend levels, The Navigator will maintain solid credit metrics with Moody's adjusted EBITDA margin above 20% and Moody's
adjusted debt/EBITDA remaining below 2.5x on stand-alone basis.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade
»

Further evidence of Semapa's deleveraging and thus less reliance on The Navigator's cash generation ability

»

Maintenance of its financial profile while improving its portfolio diversification including successful execution of its pursued
strategic projects

»

Maintenance of a diversified long-term funding profile with continued access to international capital markets

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
»

Deterioration in earnings and cash flow including a more permanent increase in leverage to above 2.5x debt/EBITDA

»

Declining EBITDA margin towards the mid-teens

»

Financial policy favoring shareholders over creditors including high shareholder returns, large debt funded acquisitions or
investments

Key Indicators
Exhibit 2

Key Indicators For The Navigator Company

All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Detailed Rating Considerations
SIZEABLE EXPOSURE TO MATURE UNCOATED FINE PAPER WITH THE STRATEGY TO DIVERSIFY INTO STRUCTURALLY GROWING PELLETS AND TISSUE

One of the key constraining factors for The Navigator is its fairly concentrated product portfolio centered around uncoated fine paper,
representing around 75% of group sales in 2016, as shown in Exhibit 4. The market for uncoated fine paper is fairly mature, if not even
somewhat declining, cyclical and subject to tough pricing environment when oversupplied.
Exhibit 3

The Navigator Generates the Vast Majority of Its Group Sales From Paper
Group revenues per end market in 2016

Source: The Navigator presentations

Given poor long-term growth prospects of its core business, The Navigator announced at the beginning of 2015 that it was seeking to
diversify its business profile. That involved investing approximately US$110 million in a greenfield pellets production plant in the US
that started operations in the end of 2016, building a meaningful position in the tissue market through acquisitions (AMS acquisition
in 2015), growth investments (second tissue machine in Vila Velha de Ródão) and through organic growth and by incorporating its
existing and growing pulp operations (Cacia) into its tissue operations. The company has also integrated forestry production, pulp and
energy projects in Mozambique underway.
Owing to all these initiatives, capex has increased from around €30 million p.a. on average between 2011 and 2014 - broadly the
level of maintenance capex needs - to around €150 million in 2015 and €140 million in 2016. We expect similar elevated level at least
through 2017, with The Navigator fully realizing benefits only sometime earliest 2019. Such capex level will continue to be comfortably
covered from operating cash flows.
SMALL SIZE BUT STRONG PROFITABILITY AND OPERATING CASH FLOWS ENABLED BY COST EFFICIENT ASSETS AND FOCUS ON PREMIUM SEGMENT

Even though with annual group sales of around €1.6 billion The Navigator belongs among smaller issuers in our rated universe of pulp
and paper companies, we recognize that the company is the largest producer of uncoated fine paper in Europe with a market share in
high-teens in % terms, according to The Navigator (annual paper production capacity of 1.6 million tonnes). The Navigator’s paper is
produced in two still fairly young state-of-art mills in Portugal built between 2000 and 2009, which are cost efficient and competitive.
In addition, roughly 50% of The Navigator’s product portfolio containing many established brands is in the premium segment largely
for European customers, which are willing to pay a higher price for superior quality. This gives the company some pricing power and
partially protects it from cheap imports from Asia, which are mostly in the economy segment.
All those factors have enabled The Navigator to generate strong profitability with its EBITDA margin in the twenties in % terms, which
is consistently above its peers in the paper industry. In addition, fairly low maintenance capex needs further underpin The Navigator’s
strong cash flow generation capabilities.
In addition to the paper portfolio, The Navigator has an annual production capacity of 1.5 million tonnes of pulp making it the largest
eucalyptus cellulose pulp producer in Southern Europe and it also generates around 2.5 TWh of renewable energy, which is more than
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50% of the renewable energy from biomass in Portugal. While vertical integration into pulp and energy helps the company to partially
mitigate volatility of some input costs, we note that own forest-land holdings supply less than 20% of total fiber needs.
KEY SHAREHOLDER SEMAPA RELIANT ON THE NAVIGATOR TO SERVICE ITS SIZEABLE HOLDING OBLIGATIONS

Around 70% of The Navigator's share capital is owned by Semapa, a Portuguese-based investment holding company. As The Navigator
is clearly its key asset (roughly 80% of consolidated revenues and EBITDA) and its only meaningful cash flow contributor, Semapa
is reliant on constant flow of dividends from The Navigator to finance its own dividends and service its sizeable holding debt. Even
though until 2014 dividends have been relatively modest up to €200 million p.a., that level has substantially increased in 2015 to
around €440 million, which in conjunction with growth capex have resulted in negative FCF at The Navigator level.
Nevertheless, we recognise that Semapa used The Navigator’s dividends to partially reduce its net holding debt, as also shown in
Exhibit 5 below. In addition to The Navigator's stand-alone Moody's adjusted debt/EBITDA, which has been around a healthy 2.0x since
2015, we also look at a combined leverage, consolidating net holding debt at Semapa level, which stood at roughly €700 million as
of end-December 2016 (over €900 million at end-December 2014). The combined leverage ratio of around 3.5x through 2016 (down
from 5.3x in 2014) would still be largely commensurate with a Ba-type of rating according to our industry methodology.
Exhibit 4

Elevated Dividends From The Navigator In 2015 Have Been Used To Reduce Semapa Holding Debt

Adjustments at The Navigator level are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
Source: Moody's financial metrics, Semapa presentations

Even though the dividends paid by The Navigator decreased back to around €170 million in 2016, we note that there is no formal
dividend policy in place. Any indication of Semapa again increasing dividends for a prolonged period, resulting in sustainably negative
FCF generation at The Navigator level and deterioration of its capital structure, would put pressure on The Navigator’s Ba2 CFR.

Liquidity Analysis
We consider The Navigator’s liquidity profile to be adequate, supported by its ability to generate healthy operating cash flows. As of
end-December 2016, The Navigator reported around €70 million cash and cash equivalents, most of which were unrestricted. Even
though The Navigator does not have any committed revolving credit facilities in place, it has access to various commercial paper
programmes, which have similar characteristics as a revolving credit facility. This is because the banks that act as underwriters are
committed to subscribe the commercial papers at a maximum pre-determined rate upon request of The Navigator at any time. The
programmes mature in 2020 and are subject to a net leverage covenant, currently with ample headroom. We expect these sources to
be sufficient to finance ongoing elevated capex, dividend payments, as well as to provide buffer for seasonal swings in working capital.
As of end-December 2016 The Navigator reported roughly €70 million of short-term debt, mostly issued commercial papers. The next
material bond maturity is a €100 million bond in 2021.

Profile
Based in Lisbon, Portugal, The Navigator is a leading producer of premium and branded office paper, market pulp as well as operations
in energy and tissue with revenues of €1.6 billion generated in 2016. The group employs more than 3,000 employees at two integrated
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paper mills, a pulp mill and its recently acquired tissue operations in Portugal, its pellet mill project in South Carolina (USA) and its
forestry project in Mozambique. The Navigator is listed on the Lisbon stock exchange and its market capitalization as of 20 February
2017 amounted to around €2.5 billion. Majority shareholder Semapa, an investment holding company, held 69.35% of shares as of
end-December 2016.

Rating Methodology and Scorecard Factors
The methodology grid of the Global Paper and Forest Products Industry methodology published in October 2013, indicates a Ba1 rating
based on the 12-months to September 2016 period as well as our 12-18 months forward view. That indication, which is based on standalone metrics, does not fully reflect the risk of elevated dividends as well as sizeable holding debt at Semapa level, which explains the
one notch difference to the assigned rating.
Exhibit 5

The Methodology Grid For The Navigator Company Indicates a Ba1 Rating

All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
Forward view represents Moody's view; not the view of the issuer; and does not incorporate significant acquisitions and divestitures.
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics
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Ratings
Exhibit 6

Category
THE NAVIGATOR COMPANY

Moody's Rating

Outlook
Corporate Family Rating

Stable
Ba2

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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